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As the year comes to a close and we wrap
another year of Ghost Hunting, I want to
thank each of you for all you do for API.
Our reputation each year continues to grow.
This is due to each of you. We have had a
great year of investigations and I look forward to what the new year brings. We must
always remember our goal which is to help
others and to give them a truthful and honest assessment of what is going on.
I am thankful to call each of you my
friends and paranormal family and look forward to our investigations in 2015.

Beckie Moore—Investigator

Alan

Upcoming Events
December 6—Investigation of Norfolk Lake Inn,
Mountain Home Arkansas.
December 13—Holiday Get Together starting at
4:00. Bring a holiday dish and let’s celebrate the end
of a great year.
Myrtle’s Plantation—The team voted and we are
planning a trip sometime next year. Please email
Tammy with your choice of either late spring or early
fall. Also, some have expressed an interest in spending
a day or two in New Orleans. Let us know if you have
any suggestions on ghost tours, etc. for us to do.
Tammy’s email: apighosthunters@yahoo.com.

Beckie grew up in Farmington and graduated
from the U of A with a
bachelors in outdoor recreation and has worked
for the state parks since
2010. She has been interested in the paranormal since she was a teenager. The property she
grew up on was part of
the route that union soldiers took to get to the
Prairie Grove Battlefield
so she has experienced
paranormal her whole
life and loves helping
people discover what
activity they have going
on in their homes.

API Investigation Photos

This is a group photo taken at the investigation of the
radio station in Searcy, AR.
(Alan Silva, Jeff Young, Carol Martindale, Myrna Coyle)

Lots of orbs around a residence in Lincoln, AR.

API Ghost Hunting Tips
1.

Rely On Your Senses —Be ever mindful of your own awareness. We are all
born with the gift of inspiration. We also have a bell (so to speak) that sounds off
when we are in danger. It’s a gift that needs to be focused on. Constantly pay attention to this special ability that we all have. Especially when on an investigation. As you become more aware and in tune, you will be able to better sense
ghosts & other types of entities.

2. Evidence is Everything—All we really have to show for our hard work is the
evidence we collect. So take notes, write up reports, snap pictures, collect EVP’s.
Keep a log.
3. Be Aware That Theories Change—What is believed to be true today may not
be tomorrow. If there’s anything we can depend on, it’s change. What we may
know about ghosts today may change tomorrow. We need to embrace credible
evidence and use that knowledge to our advantage. So be willing to let go of old
theories when need be. If we don’t, we will be left behind.

Upcoming Investigation Research

NORFORK INN
(updated 11-16-2014)
Researched by Carol Martindale
API Investigation Results: June 21, 2014
Although investigators slept in separate rooms to investigate more of the Inn, the only
real activity was experienced by Jeff. With travel bags being moved and inner/outer
connecting doors being unlocked, Jeff had multiple personal experiences. Unfortunately, the only real recorded evidence obtained was the sound of a door’s bolt being
moved. Otherwise, the bar area provided the best evidence—a water spot mysteriously
appeared on the bar top, a shadow figure may have been seen, and while a group of
investigators conducted an EVP session, a nearby light came on by itself.
Featured in Season 3, Episode 9 of The Haunted Collector
Findings:
*Generations of the Maynard family were buried in a cemetery located right in
front of the Inn before the lake formed.
*Staircase where an EVP was caught – “Sing to me.”
*A laughing sound led investigators to a closet with a prosthetic leg in it.
*In the Club, an old freezer held an antique horse-watering trough, probably
from a farm lost to the lake.
*A flask with the initials BM on it and a ring were found—both dated to the
1920s (these two items were removed and activity ceased at that time).
HISTORY OF NORFORK/MOUNTAIN HOME AREA*
According to Baxter County and Mountain Home documents, during the Depression
Era, the town of Mountain Home was struggling, and many farmers left their lands for
jobs up north. It was decided a dam had to be built to control flood waters threatening
farming property and to bring in jobs. At the time it was completed, 1944, Norfork
Dam was one of the six biggest concrete dams in the country.
Construction began in 1941, and heralded doom for towns below the dam site. Not
only did the living have to be relocated, but the dead had to be moved as well. According to the Scuba Doo Dive Shop in Mountain Home, there is very little left of the towns
except foundations and an old bridge; some rafters of the bridge are left and there is
an old motorcycle sitting on top of it.
(Published in “What lies beneath Norfork Lake?” By Emily McIntosh, Staff Writer –
The News archives, Salem Arkansas, 2006-2013)
CEMETERIES INUNDATED BY LAKE NORFORK
Custer-Herron Cemetery was established to move people from cemeteries below the
water line on the east side of the Lake Norfork dam project. It was completed in June
1943, and designated the New Herron, North Fork Cemetery number NFC-5-R. Five
cemeteries were relocated.
The New Herron Cemetery, now called Custer-Herron Cemetery, is located about four
miles east of the Lake Norfork Bridge on the south side of 62-412 highway in Baxter
County, Arkansas.
(Published in “Arkansas Cemeteries, CUSTER-HERRON CEMETERY, Baxter County,
AR, Map# 4”)
*Norfork is approximately 13 miles from Mountain Home. Although the area saw no
major Civil War battles, Mountain Home did experience vicious guerrilla warfare with
both sides committing atrocities. In April 1864, Mountain Home was sacked by jayhawkers led by the infamous Edward Cockrum.

Ghost Hunting Basics
What To Bring to a Ghost Hunt
Digital Camera - Regardless of what you've heard digital cameras are great tools for
ghost researchers. Once upon a time they had their limitations and problems but that
is no longer the case. Now you can also get cameras that are modified to see in the
Infrared spectrum of light or Full Spectrum cameras that can see in the Ultraviolet,
Visible and Infrared spectrums of light at the same time.
Digital Voice Recorder - digital voice recorders are with out a doubt one of the
most important pieces of equipment that you should have in you investigators toolbox. Audio recorders are used for many different purposes throughout an investigation. Recorders are used for interviews, spontaneous thoughts, your notes and EVP’s
(Electronic Voice Phenomena). When using audio recorders be sure to state the location, time of investigation, and investigators names. When recording investigators
names it would be wise to have each individual present state their own names, which
will make it easier for distinction amongst voices heard on the tape during review. Voice activation mode should be deactivated on tape recorders during use when
electronic voice phenomena is trying to be achieved due to the fact that it usually cuts
off beginnings of words, sentences, and phrases.
Flashlight w/ spare batteries - a common sense item. Remember to bring spare
batteries for everything. Due to spirit activity, batteries often run down very fast and
you don't want to miss anything because of dead batteries.
First aid kit - just in case, it's very easy to trip in the dark and get cut.
Notebook w/ pens and pencils- you need to write and log in everything that happens. If you don't then you really don't have much research information. An example
of this is one investigator gets a EMF reading that's high and never writes it
down. Another investigator takes a picture of the same area but is not aware of the
reading and gets a anomalous image. Without that EMF reading the picture may be
good evidence, but with a report noting the reading, the picture greatly increases in
evidence value. Many investigators use a pocket recorder instead and that is fine, just
make sure you have spare batteries.
Jackets or weather appropriate clothes - if you are cold you are not at your best
and your observation skill could suffer, pretty common sense.
Watch - so you can log in the times of events and your arrival and departure.
Video camera (optional tripod) - Video cameras are an important instrument for
an investigation. Unlike still cameras they provide us with constant visual and audio
surveillance for review and observation. Some video cameras you can use are
equipped with infrared capability that enables you to record in complete darkness and
see beyond what the human eye can see. With video any phenomena occurring can be
documented in its entirety. This will show the length of time the phenomena occurs,
what is happening, the conditions surrounding the phenomena, and possibly even the
cause of the phenomena. You can use these on tripods or walk around with
them. You should also invest in an infrared light extender which will help your camera see in the darkest places and make the quality of the video better.
EMF Detector - The Electromagnetic Field Detector, also known as an EMF, is the
modern day ghost researcher's tracking device, a very important piece of equipment. With this instrument it is possible to locate and track energy sources. It will
detect fluctuations in electromagnetic fields and low strength moving EMF fields that
have no source. It is a common theory that spirits disrupt this field in such a way that
you can tell one is present by higher than normal readings with this meter. Before
using the EMF as a ghost research tool on an investigation be sure to walk around the
area and take initial readings around energy sources such as light poles or electrical
outlets to be sure of the readings you receive while scanning the area during the investigation. Most units when purchased come with a manual describing most household
and major appliances and their corresponding electromagnetic reading. When using
the EMF as a tracking device look for fluctuations of 2.0 to 7.0, this usually indicates
spirit presence. Anything higher or lower is normally has a natural source.
Cell phone - can come in handy in case of an emergency.
A Compass - it's a useful instrument to an investigator due to its compact size and
low cost price. When used on an investigation this will indicate spirit presence when
the needle cannot come to a precise heading or spins/moves erratically. This works
on the same principle as a EMF meter.
Motion Detectors - these can be used to sense movements by often unseen forces or
spirits. You can get battery operated ones for about 20 dollars and they are great for
inside but can also be used successfully outdoors as well, just watch the placement. You don't want a tree branch setting it off.
Thermometers - There are two types used, regular digital thermometers and infrared non contact thermometers. When used on an investigation this will aid as a detection system for spirit presence. Rapid temperature drop of 10 degrees of more could
indicate spirit presence. I recommend using the infrared non contact thermometers
because they react in less than a second to a temperature drop and you can scan a
large area quickly.
Hand Held Radios - Or Walkie Talkies are very useful in a large outdoor area and
a building with groups spread out in various rooms. They could be great in emergency
situations or just to rotate groups. Be sure to be aware they could interfere with your
EVP recording though.

Just For Fun!

Arkansas Paranormal Investigations
Please feel free to visit our website for more information about requesting an investigation or
joining the group.
www.paranormalbeliever.com

To remove your name from our mailing list, please click here.
Questions or comments? E-mail us at aspilot@aol.com.
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